
點心精選
T’ANG COURT DIM SUM SELECTION

特別推介
SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION

豉油皇帶子炒腸粉
Stir-fried rice flour rolls with scallops, chives, bean sprouts and soya sauce $158

XO醬煎腸粉
Pan-fried rice flour rolls with homemade spicy sauce $118

筍尖鮮蝦餃 (4件)
Steamed dumplings filled with shrimp, pork and bamboo shoots (4 pieces) $118

金華滑燒賣 (4件)
Steamed dumplings filled with shrimp, pork, black mushrooms $108
and Yunnan ham (4 pieces) 

金蒜遼參鳳眼餃 (3件)
Steamed dumplings filled with shrimp and garlic, $118
topped with diced sea cucumber (3 pieces)

蟹肉香茜餃 (3件)
Steamed shrimp, crab meat and coriander dumplings (3 pieces) $108

羊肚鮮菌素粉果 (3件)
Steamed dumplings filled with morel and mixed mushrooms (3 pieces) $88

蠔皇叉燒包 (3件)
Steamed barbecued pork buns (3 pieces)  $88
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$198

點心精選
T’ANG COURT DIM SUM SELECTION

金銀貝鮮蝦灌湯餃 每位 Per person

Shrimp and pork dumpling in soup,
topped with scallop, conpoy and shrimp                                    
 
原隻鮑魚花膠酥 每位 Per person

Baked pastries filled with fish maw and mushrooms,
topped with whole abalone $110

黑椒日本和牛批 (3件)
Baked pastries filled with Wagyu beef, onion and black pepper, $118
topped with walnut (3 pieces)

蒜香鮮蝦春卷 (3件)
Golden-fried spring rolls stuffed with shrimps and garlic (3 pieces) $98

鮮蝦韭菜角 (3件)
Golden-fried dumplings filled with shrimps and leek (3 pieces)                                       $98  

荔茸藏珍盒 (3件)
Crispy-fried taro puffs filled with shrimp, duck and black mushrooms (3 pieces) $88

黃橋燒餅 (3件)
Baked pastries filled with diced roasted duck, Yunnan ham $88
and black mushrooms, topped with sesame (3 pieces) 



魚湯鮮竹卷 (3件) 
Stewed bean curd skin rolls filled with turnip and Chinese celery  $108
in fish soup (3 pieces)

瑤柱百花釀魚肚 (3件) 
Steamed fish maw filled with shrimp paste and topped with conpoy (3 pieces) $108
 
沙律明蝦角 (3件) 
Golden-fried shrimp dumplings served with mayonnaise (3 pieces)    $108
                                                                                                                                                                                                              
酥皮叉燒餐包 (3件) 
Baked barbecue pork buns (3 pieces) $108

百花煎釀尖椒 (4件) 
Pan-fried green pepper filled with shrimp paste (4 pieces)  $98

蟲草花浸牛肉球 (3件)
Beef dumplings with cordyceps flower, red dates and  $98
Chinese celery in soup (3 pieces)

櫻花蘿蔔絲酥 (3件) 
Fried pastries filled with shredded turnip and shrimps (3 pieces) $98

金華滑燒賣 (4件)
Steamed dumplings filled with shrimp, pork, black mushrooms  $108
and Yunnan ham (4 pieces) 

金蒜遼參鳳眼餃 (3件)
Steamed dumplings filled with shrimp and garlic, $118
topped with diced sea cucumber (3 pieces)

蟹肉香茜餃 (3件)
Steamed dumplings filled with crab meat and coriander (3 pieces) $108

羊肚鮮菌素粉果 (3件)
Steamed dumplings filled with morel and mixed mushrooms (3 pieces) $88

蠔皇叉燒包 (3件)
Steamed barbecue pork bun (3 pieces)  $88
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WEEKEND SPECIAL
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Steamed fish maw filled with shrimp paste and topped with conpoy (3 pieces) $108
 
沙律明蝦角 (3件) 
Golden-fried shrimp dumplings served with mayonnaise (3 pieces)    $108
                                                                                                                                                                                                              
酥皮叉燒餐包 (3件) 
Baked barbecue pork buns (3 pieces) $108

百花煎釀尖椒 (4件) 
Pan-fried green pepper filled with shrimp paste (4 pieces)  $98

蟲草花浸牛肉球 (3件)
Beef dumplings with cordyceps flower, red dates and  $98
Chinese celery in soup (3 pieces)

櫻花蘿蔔絲酥 (3件) 
Fried pastries filled with shredded turnip and shrimps (3 pieces) $98

金華滑燒賣 (4件)
Steamed dumplings filled with shrimp, pork, black mushrooms  $108
and Yunnan ham (4 pieces) 

金蒜遼參鳳眼餃 (3件)
Steamed dumplings filled with shrimp and garlic, $118
topped with diced sea cucumber (3 pieces)

蟹肉香茜餃 (3件)
Steamed dumplings filled with crab meat and coriander (3 pieces) $108

羊肚鮮菌素粉果 (3件)
Steamed dumplings filled with morel and mixed mushrooms (3 pieces) $88

蠔皇叉燒包 (3件)
Steamed barbecue pork bun (3 pieces)  $88

金銀貝鮮蝦灌湯餃 每位 Per person

Shrimp and pork dumpling in soup, $198
topped with scallop, conpoy and shrimp                                   
 
原隻鮑魚花膠酥 每位 Per person

Baked pastries filled with fish maw and mushrooms, $110
topped with whole abalone

豉油皇帶子炒腸粉
Stir-fried rice flour rolls with scallops, chives, bean sprouts and soya sauce             $158

XO醬煎腸粉
Pan-fried rice flour rolls with homemade spicy sauce                       $118

筍尖鮮蝦餃 (4件)
Steamed dumplings filled with shrimp and bamboo shoots (4 pieces)  $118

黑椒日本和牛批 (3件) 
Baked pastries filled with Wagyu beef, onion and black pepper,  $118
topped with walnut (3 pieces)  

蒜香鮮蝦春卷 (3件) 
Golden-fried spring rolls stuffed with shrimps and garlic (3 pieces) $98
  
鮮蝦韭菜角 (3件)
Golden-fried dumplings filled with shrimps and leek (3 pieces) $98

荔茸藏珍盒 (3件)
Crispy-fried taro puffs filled with shrimps, duck and black mushrooms (3 pieces) $88

黃橋燒餅 (3件)
Baked pastries filled with diced roasted duck, Yunnan ham and black   $88
mushrooms, topped with sesame (3 pieces)
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豉油皇帶子炒腸粉
Stir-fried rice flour rolls with scallops, chives, bean sprouts and soya sauce $158

XO醬煎腸粉
Pan-fried rice flour rolls with homemade spicy sauce $118

筍尖鮮蝦餃 (4件)
Steamed dumplings filled with shrimp, pork and bamboo shoots (4 pieces) $118

瑤柱滑燒賣 (4件)
Steamed dumplings filled with shrimp and conpoy (4 pieces) $108 

金華花膠鳳眼餃 (3件)
Steamed dumplings filled with shrimp and fish maw, $118
topped with Yunnan ham (3 pieces)

欖菜東星班餃 (3件)
Steamed dumplings with diced spot grouper and olive vegetable (3 pieces) $168

黑松露鮮菌素粉果 (3件)
Steamed dumplings filled with mixed mushrooms and black truffle paste (3 pieces) $88

蠔皇叉燒包 (3件)
Steamed barbecued pork buns (3 pieces)  $88
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花膠遼參瑤柱灌湯餃 每位 Per person

Shrimp and pork dumpling in soup,
topped with fish maw, sea cucumber and conpoy                                    
 
原隻鮑魚花膠酥 每位 Per person

Baked pastries filled with fish maw and mushrooms,                                                     $110
topped with whole abalone

金勾蝦鹹水角 (3件)
Golden-fried glutinous rice dumplings filled with dried shrimp, $98
preserved turnip, leek and Chinese yam (3 pieces)

蒜香鮮蝦春卷 (3件)
Golden-fried spring rolls stuffed with shrimp and garlic (3 pieces) $98

胡椒牛肉酥餅 (3件)
Baked pastries filled with diced beed and spring onion                                                    $88
topped with sesame (3 pieces)   

鮮蝦火鴨腐皮卷 (3件)
Pan-fried bean curd skin rolls filled with shrimp,   $98
roasted duck and leek (3 pieces)

栗子雞粒批 (3件)
Baked pastries filled with diced chicken, black mushrooms and chestnut (3 pieces) $88
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Baked pastries filled with fish maw and mushrooms, 011$ 
topped with whole abalone
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Pan-fried rice flour rolls with homemade spicy sauce                       $118

筍尖鮮蝦餃 (4件)
Steamed dumplings shrimp and bamboo shoots (4 pieces)  $118

金勾蝦鹹水角 (3件)
Golden-fried glutinous rice dumplings filled with dried shrimp, $98
preserved turnip, leek and Chinese yam (3 pieces)
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胡椒牛肉酥餅 (3件)
Baked pastries filled with diced beed and spring onion                                                    $88
topped with sesame (3 pieces)   
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Pan-fried bean curd skin rolls filled with shrimp,   $98
roasted duck and leek (3 pieces)
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